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Roamerdrive Overdrive Units
Defender
DA9017
Overdrive unit
The distinctive third lever on the centre console of a Defender identifies it as a vehicle equipped with a Roamerdrive
overdrive. This rugged, bolt on accessory has been proven in hundreds of installations and tested under the most
demanding expedition conditions. No other modification improves the performance and economy of your Land Rover
like a Roamerdrive. The DS model overdrive is an auxiliary gearbox that is easily fitted to a Defender 90 or 110 with
standard five speed transmission. The unit adds an optional 28% to the ratio of the drive train giving improved fuel
economy. Reduced engine speed contributes to quieter more comfortable travel under motorway conditions and
reduces wear and tear on mechanical components.
The Roamerdrive is a completely mechanical device built in the tradition of rugged dependability that has made Land
Rover the world’s favourite expedition vehicle. These overdrives have no electronic or hydraulic components. They
are controlled by moving the convenient hand lever.
Unlike a high ratio transfer case that will permanently detract from the versatility of the gearbox, the Roamerdrive
does not alter the vehicle’s designed gear ratios. Off road performance is enhanced as the overdrive ratio can be
added to any gear in high or low range.
The Roamerdrive uses the same epicyclical gear technology as a modern automatic transmission and runs quietly.
This is particularly evident at high speeds and makes driving a Defender for long distances a pleasurable experience.
On long journeys Roamerdrive users have reported fuel savings of up to 18% - not surprising when you consider that
the engine lopes along the highway at about 2000 R.P.M. - a favourable spot on the diesel torque band. Although
precise fuel savings will depend on your driving habits.
DA9018
Transfer case sump cover
Fits all Land Rover Defender, Discovery and Range Rover Diesel models fitted with 230 type transfer case.
Billet transfer case sump oil coolers are designed to replace the flimsy sump covers supplied as standard equipment.
These covers are stronger than the originals and have cooling fins to keep the oil in your transfer case cool in harsh
conditions. The sump cover is supplied with a new gasket, and the existing bolts are used for installation. The sump
cover is significantly stronger than the original and adds about 1/2 litre to oil capacity. Existing ground clearance is not
compromised. A plugged port is supplier so that DA1285 oil temperature gauge can be fitted. It is possible to fit this
sump cover to V8 models but check first that there is good clearance between the cover and existing exhaust pipes.
DA1285
Oil temperature gauge
This oil temperature gauge is a high precision mechanical temperature gauge with a full 270 degree sweep. The unit
is designed to compliment DA9018 transfer case sump cover and fits directly to a pre-drilled port in the sump cover.
The unit fits into a standard two inch mounting hole and operates completely independently of electrical power. A
12 volt lamp supplies illumination. The gauges are far more accurate than common electrical types using thermistor
senders. These gauges can also be used to measure cooling water temperature or engine oil temperature in
commercial or marine applications. The sending tube is 240cm (8ft) long, and contains pressurised fluid so it cannot
be shortened - but you can coil surplus tube behind your dash.

Series
DA9015
Overdrive unit Coming soon...
The distinctive extra lever on the right hand side of the transmission tunnel on a Series 1, 2 or 3 shows that it is
equipped with a Roamerdrive. Since 2002 the majority of new overdrives fitted to these timeless vehicles have been
simple rugged units. Proven in hundreds of installations worldwide, this rugged and well engineered product will
improve the performance and economy of your collectable Land Rover. The SS model Roamerdrive is an auxiliary
gearbox that is easily fitted to a Series 1, 2 or 3 with a 4 or 6 cylinder engine. The unit adds an additional 28% to
the ratio of the transmission giving improved fuel economy. Reduced engine speed contributes to quieter more
comfortable travel at motorway speeds and extends the life of drive train components.
The Roamerdrive is a completely mechanical device built in the same tradition of rugged dependability that has made
Land Rover the world’s favourite expedition vehicle. These overdrives have no electronic or hydraulic components.
They are engaged or disengaged by moving a convenient lever.
Unlike a high ratio transfer case that will permanently detract from the versatility of the gearbox, the Roamerdrive
does not affect the vehicle’s designed gear ratios. The unit provides useful ‘splitter’ gears such as a gear ratio midway
between conventional third and fourth.
The Roamerdrive uses the same epicyclical gear technology as a modern automatic transmission and is very quiet
running. This is particularly evident at higher speeds and makes driving a Series Land Rover for long distances a more
pleasurable experience. Fuel savings will depend on your driving habits. On long journeys Roamerdrive users have
reported fuel savings of up to 18%.
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DA9016
Transfer case sump cover
Fits all Land Rover Series 1, 2, 2A and 3 models (except V8)
Billet transfer case sump oil coolers are designed to replace the flimsy sump covers supplied as standard equipment.
These covers are stronger than the originals and have cooling fins to keep the oil in your transfer case cool in harsh
conditions. This Series model is supplied with a new gasket and replacement fastening bolt to replace the brittle
standard studs. Being solid aluminium, the cover completely eliminates leaks caused by differential expansion. If your
vehicle is pre 1980 you can use your existing drain plug and washer. Owners of Later Series Vehicles with Metric
fasteners should purchase a plug (Land Rover part 235592) to fit the threads in this casting. As the cover expands
at the same rate as the aluminium transfer case the stubborn oil leaks associated with the original steel cover are
completely eliminated.
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Brake Axle Sets

DA6507
Rear
Defender 90 - up to HA701009

DA6508
Rear
Defender 90 - HA701010 onwards

Chassis

DA2056
Richards chassis
Defender 90 - 2.5D/TD/200Tdi

Workshop Lighting

DA6509
Rear
Defender 110/130 - up to KA930545

Fuel Tank Fitting
Kit
DA2542
Fitting kit to fit
Series SWB
fuel tank
- 552174

KVD500710
Richards chassis
Defender 90 - Td5
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DA5065
LED Under Bonnet Inspection Lamp
> 3 x 5W LEDs provide 1,000 lumens light output.
DA5066
> Long operating time allows full working day usage.
MAGflexTwist Ultra Bright LED Inspection Lamp
> 3 levels of light output.
> Rechargeable and cordless.
> 6000K colour temperature for bright white light.
> New technology COB LED provides 250 lumens light 		 > 40° adjustable head to shine light on the engine bay 		
output.
exactly where it is required.
> Lamp can rotate 360° with a 180° ratcheting design to 		 > 60° wide angle illumination.
allow ultimate directional lighting.
> Sturdy polycarbonate, ABS and aluminium
> White light output simulates daylight.
construction.
> Wide angle of light output that has uniform intensity.
> Rechargeable 3.7V 10,400mAh li-ion battery.
> Magnet for hands free use.
> Hook design allows usage with different vehicle types
> Integral hanging hook.
including, cars, vans and 4x4s.
> High power LED torch function.
> Illuminated battery status indicator.
> Anti slip comfortable grip.
> Includes AC mains adaptor.
> Li-ion battery for faster consistent recharging.
Light output:
1000 lumens (3 lamps)
> Includes AC mains charger and 12v DC charging lead. 		
675 lumens (2 lamps)
Light output: 250 lumens
		
350 lumens (2 lamps)
Battery:
3.7v Li-ion 2200mAh
Operating time: 6 hours (3 lamps)
		
8.14Wh
		
10 hours (2 lamps)
Mains adaptor: Input 230v AC-50/60Hz
		
15 hours (1 lamp)
		
Output 5v DC-500mA
Battery:
3.7V Li-ion
		
10400mAh
		
38.48Wh
Main adaptor:
Input: 230V AC 50/60Hz
		
Output: 5V DC 2000mA
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OEM Bush Kits

DA1244G
Front bush kit - OEM
Defender - up to KA
Front bush kits include bushes for raduis
arms and panhard rods.

DA1245G
Front bush kit
Defender - from LA up to VA130784
Range Rover Classic - from 1986 onwards
Front bush kits include bushes for raduis
arms and panhard rods.

Heavy-Duty Crown
Dog Guards
Wheel & Pinion

DA1508
Ashcroft rear long pinion
Defender - up to 7A
Discovery 1/Range Rover Classic
Heavy-duty 4.12 ratio using a tooth count of
33 on the crown wheel and 8 teeth on the
pinion.

DA5803
Range Rover Evoque - 5-door
Black mesh dog guard. Fits in seconds, no
drilling, no bolts.

Castor Corrected Swivel Housings
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DA2992
Discovery 1 - JA32851 onwards - non-ABS
Range Rover Classic - JA624517 onwards - non-ABS
Normally the only way to correct the castor angle on a beam
axle vehicle is to fit castor corrected radius arms or go through
the lengthy process of repositioning the brackets on the axle.
Something which takes considerable time and skill. Britpart offer
you an alternative. These castor corrected swivel housings come
as a handed pair. They are a direct replacement for vehicles
normally using the FRC7065 swivel housing but they have
the mounting holes positioned to give 3 degrees of additional
castor. The swivel housings are from the OEM supplier and then
machined to our specification.
Kit contents - Swivel housing; swivel pin bearing; gasket; seals;
plate; shims; joint washers; swivel pin upper - non-ABS & swivel
housing grease sachet.

DA1248G
Rear bush kit
Defender - up to 9A768936
Discovery 1
Range Rover Classic from 1986 onwards
Rear bush kits include bushes for top &
bottom links.

LR006447
Defender 110 Station Wagon - less bulkhead
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New Defender Trim Material - Black Mesh

DA2035MESH
Cubby box top - Black mesh
Cubby box body - Black
Fitting a Britpart cubby box in your Land
Rover will help you keep your vehicle
clutter free. With a double cup holder as
standard, spilt drinks are a thing of the
past.Hand-built in the UK, these quality
cubby boxes are suitable for Series 3 and
Defenders. Well crafted with precision tools
using a hard wearing leatherette outer with
locking stay brass hinges.

Shock Absorber
Turrets

DA5603
DA5603E

Black mesh
Black mesh - excludes
adhesive spray
Defender - from VIN AA677964 to 2007
Outer seats
(non-plastic backed front squab)
An outer Britpart re-trim kit includes:
1 x Can of contact adhesive spray
1 x Cushion foam		
1 x Squab foam
1 x Cushion cover		
1 x Squab cover
1 x Headrest cover
6 x Plastic nails
2 x Metal rods		
3 x Cable ties
1 x Rubber retainer

DA7461
Discovery 3/Discovery 4
Range Rover Sport - 2005 - 2013
Front suspension, lower arm, rear bush
removal & installer tool. Equivalent to OEM
204-535A. For use with RBX500291. Can
be used on the vehicle saving time and
money.
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Black mesh
Black mesh - excludes
adhesive spray
Defender - 2007 onwards
Outer seats
An outer Britpart re-trim kit includes:
1 x Can of contact adhesive spray
1 x Cushion foam		
1 x Squab foam
1 x Cushion cover		
1 x Squab cover
6 x Plastic nails		
2 x Metal rods
3 x Cable ties		
1 x Rubber retainer

Close up of the new
Black Mesh material

Bush Tool

DA6323XD
For use with the Britpart XD Remote
Reservoir Shock Absorbers - DC8000
Front
Defender
Discovery 1
Range Rover Classic

DA5677
DA5677E

RTC3534G
OEM Kit
Front & rear
Series 2 - SWB/LWB up to 1980 imperial
Series 3 - SWB/LWB up to 1980 imperial
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Landy At The Factory

Bulk Fasteners

MWC3136X
100 x Snapsac

Spare Wheel Cover
LANDY FACTORY
A lovely new book from Veronica Lamond. An ideal gift for any Land Rover fan - no
matter how old they are.
Inside the envelope, he found a letter from the Land Rover factory. “How exciting, Landy,”
said Jack. “We’ve been invited to visit the factory to celebrate your 60th birthday!”

Roof Rack Ladder

Expansion Bottle Cap

STC7889
Defender spare wheel cover

Seat Belt
VPLAR0164LR
Discovery 3
Discovery 4		
Black
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DA8896
Smart anodised aluminium direct
replacement expansion bottle cap PCD100160
Defender - Td5 onwards
DA5058
Freelander 1
Rear red seat belt
Will not fit on aluminium header tank - DA4751 Defender - Station Wagon
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ARB Large Recovery Bag

DA8904
ARB’s winch pack is designed to fit a complete recovery kit
including snatch strap, tree trunk protector, winch extension strap,
snatch block, recovery damper, bow shackles and gloves. The
winch pack is sold individually and does not come stocked with
the straps. All items sold separately so the user can select the
correct strap weights for their vehicle.

ARB Duffel Bag

ARB Inflation Case

DA6842
Designed to keep all your ARB air accessories secure in the one
bag and easy to reach, the ARB Inflation Case is a simple yet
highly functional solution. Designed with six specialised pockets,
fit to house ARB Inflation, ARB Deflation, ARB Gauges, ARB Hoses
and other general air accessories, this simple and convenient
case keeps all your accessories organised and secure in the one
bag. Externally, ARB’s bright orange topographical design insures
the case itself will not get lost within the back of your vehicle. It
has also been manufactured to incorporate the highest of quality
materials, from the handle to the internal pockets, ensuring the
durability of the case. World renowned YKK#10 Zippers appear
internally and externally on the case and an abrasion resistant
canvas is used to protect your air accessories from outside
elements. For ease of use, a large durable rubber handle can be
used to carry the case and a high-vis reflective tapping appears on
the outside of the case for safety.

DA6843
Celebrating ARB’s 40th year of adventure, the Off Road Icons
Duffel Bag has been created with the upcoming Simpson Desert
trip in mind, designed to withstand any off road terrain. This rugged
and versatile duffel bag is perfect for camping, 4WDing or just a
quick weekend getaway.
> Made from 100% 20oz cotton canvas
> Material finished in heavy wash to give a worn-in, vintage look
> Two heavy duty webbing carry handles
> Large, robust black zip top
> Earthy colour scheme
> Features vintage Off Road Icons screen printed logo on front
> Approx size - 600mm long x 400mm deep x 300mm high
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Awnings
Wind Break
Easy to mount and operate, these self standing, retractable awnings fit
Designed to angle out from ARB awnings, these wind breaks offer
additional protection from the rain while also providing extra shade and
onto the side of a roof rack and are conveniently stored for immediate use
sun protection. ARB wind breaks are ideal for creating extra protection and
on arrival. Specifically designed for harsh outback conditions, the awnings
feature height adjustable, telescopic legs and provide fast and convenient
storage for items like swags and chairs under the awning. Manufactured
protection from the elements. Easily mounting to the side of most roof
from lightweight PU coated 300gsm poly cotton canvas. Waterproof and
UV protected with a UVP 50+ rating. Tie down points for each wind break
racks or roof bars, the awning is secured in a heavy duty nylon reinforced
PVC bag. Constructed from tough PU coated 300gsm poly/cotton rip stop
to further secure the awning.
DA6829 - 2,500mm
canvas, the awnings are fully waterproof and offer a UVP 50+ rating.
DA6826 - 2,500 x 2,500mm
DA6840 - 2,000mm
DA6827 - 2,000 x 2,500mm
ARB products available in the UK only.
DA6828 - 1,250 x 2,100mm

PRICE FROM

PRICE FROM
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Three Wall Set
Comprised of three individual walls that wrap around the outside of
ARB touring awning legs, the three wall set is both waterproof and UV
protected. Manufactured from lightweight PU coated 300D Oxford
polyester, two walls feature windows made from half mesh and half clear
PVC, while the right hand wall includes a zippered door that can be rolled
up out of the way. Connected via a zip, each wall can be used individually,
as a pair or set. Available to suit ARB awnings. Supplied with hardened
steel pegs and adjustable tension straps. No rear wall allows for full access
to the vehicle. Mud/storm flaps at the bottom of each walls.
DA6835 - 2,500 x 2,500mm
DA6834 - 2,500 x 2,100mm
DA6839 - 2,000 x 2,500mm

Available
from

Awning Room with Floor
Designed to function as a fully enclosed room, the awning with floor
provides additional weather protection and privacy. The awning room can
be used with ARB awnings and features a durable floor, two large mesh
windows with roll up blinds and a zippered door with both solid and mesh
panels. It is fully enclosed with an integrated roof that hangs just below the
main awning canvas. Rear wall features a central door that can be used
to directly access the vehicle rear door or canopy depending on awning
mounting position. Access points for 12v/240v power leads. Supplied with
hardened steel pegs and adjustable tension straps.
DA6833 - 2,500 x 2,500mm
DA6832 - 2,500 x 2,100mm
DA6819 - 2,000 x 2,100mm coming soon...
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ARB Mosquito Net

ARB
Replacement
Solenoid

ARB
Air Gun

PRICE FROM

Mosquito Net
ARB mosquito nets are manufactured from double stitched, 48gsm midge
proof mesh and are available for ARB awnings. Providing a comfortable
area to eat and relax, this updated version is now larger and includes a
mud/storm flap to reduce grass seeds and other debris from collecting in
the lower section of the mesh. Hardened steel pegs are supplied to firmly
anchor the room to the ground via adjustable tension straps.
DA6830 - 2,500 x 2,500mm
DA6831 - 2,000 x 2,500mm

DA4392
Replacement
solenoid for the
compressors to activate the ARB
airlockers

ARB Snatch Block

DA8995
ARB snatch blocks feature side plates that sit snug against the
pulley, eliminating the possibility of the winch cable becoming
trapped between the pulley and the side plates. The groove on
the pulley itself tapers down to the centre allowing for a variety of
cable sizes (1/4”-1/2”) to be used and ensures the cable is seated
securely in the pulley, minimizing lateral movement.
Features
> Works with steel or synthetic winch lines
> Light weight design
> Easy to use
> Doubles the capacity of your winch
> Allows winching from awkward angles
> Engineered tough for serious recovery
> Suits vehicle mounted and portable winches
> Vehicle recovery booklet enclosed
Specifications
Working Load
Breaking Strength
Side Plate Material
Pulley Material
Pulley Diameter
Cable Size
Weight
Greasable

9,000kg (20,000lbs)
17,500kg (38,500lbs)
6mm cold rolled steel
Specialized Polymer
110mm (4.3”)
8mm - 13mm (0.3”-0.5”)
2.4kg (5.3lbs)
not required
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DA6824
Compressed air blow gun

